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Organization  Name email 

Public Agency 
Albuquerque Public Art Urban Enhancement Dan Fuller dfuller@cabq.gov 
Albuquerque Housing Authority Linda Bridge lbridge@abqha.org 
National Park service  Gretchen Ward gretchen_ward@nps.gov 

Architect Developer 
Dekker/Peritch/Sabatini, LTD  Dale Dekker  daled@dpsdesign.org 
Cherry/See/Eames Architect PC  Edith Cherry  echerry@cherryseereames.com 
DesignPlus, LLC Rupal S. Engineer Rupal@DesignPlusABQ.com 

Developer 
WESST  Agnes Noonan anoonan@wesst.org 

Professional/Consultant 
Denish + Kline LLC Herb Denish hmd@denishconsulting.com 
UNM Law School Joe Martinez martinez@law.unm.edu 

Community Group 
Congregation of St. Joseph Marcella Campos Mcampos.09@comcast.net 
CICM  Frank Martinez  Jessemartinez@comcast.net 

Other 
N/A Paul Sternberg peares@gmail.com 
State Legislator Rich Miera rmiera@comcast.net 
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Please	answer	questions	in	space	provided.	If	possible,	answers	to	all	questions	should	be	typed	or	written	directly	on	the	forms.	If	the	forms	are	not	used	and	
answers	are	typed	on	a	separate	page,	each	answer	must	be	preceded	by	the	question	to	which	it	responds,	and	the	length	of	each	answer	should	be	limited	to	the	

area	provided	on	the	original	form.

This	sheet,	the	Project	Data	sheet,	and	the	representative	photo	will	be	sent	to	the	Committee	in	advance	as	the	Project Overview.

Project	Name

Address	 City/State/ZIP

1.	Give	a	brief	overview	of	the	project.

	

2.	Why	does	the	project	merit	the	Rudy Bruner Award for Urban Excellence ?	(You	may	wish	to	consider	such	factors	as:	effect	on	the	urban	environment;	
innovative	or	unique	approaches	to	any	aspect	of	project	development;	new	and	creative	approaches	to	urban	issues;	design	quality.)

PROJECT	AT-A-GLANCE

daniel
Typewritten Text
Approximately 500 words.

daniel
Typewritten Text
Approximately 500 words.
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PROJECT	DESCRIPTION
Please	answer	questions	in	space	provided.	If	possible,	answers	to	all	questions	should	be	typed	or	written	directly	on	the	forms.	If	the	forms	are	not	used	and	
answers	are	typed	on	a	separate	page,	each	answer	must	be	preceded	by	the	question	to	which	it	responds,	and	the	length	of	each	answer	should	be	limited	to	the	
area	provided	on	the	original	form.

1.		Describe	the	underlying	values	and	goals	of	the	project.	What,	if	any,	signifcant	trade-offs	were	required	to	implement	the	project?

2.		Briefly	describe	the	project’s	urban	context.	How	has	the	project	impacted	the	local	community?	Who	does	the	project	serve?	
						How	many	people	are	served	by	the	project?

daniel
Typewritten Text
Approximately 500 words.

daniel
Typewritten Text
Approximately 500 words.
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3.	Describe	the	key	elements	of	the	development	process,	including	community	participation	where	appropriate.

5.		Is	the	project	unique	and/or	does	it	address	significant	urban	issues?	Is	the	model	adaptable	to	other	urban	settings?

PROJECT	DESCRIPTION	(CONT’D)

4.	Describe	the	financing	of	the	project.	Please	include	all	funding	sources	and	square	foot	costs	where	applicable.

daniel
Typewritten Text
Approximately 400 words.

daniel
Typewritten Text
Approximately 400 words.

daniel
Typewritten Text
Approximately 400 words.
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Marcella Campos CSJ Sister of Saint Joseph
Congregation of Saint Joseph 505  352-2571

6620 Bluewater Rd. NW Apt 109 Albuquerque, NM 87195

Mcampos.09@comcast.net
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Please	answer	questions	in	space	provided.	If	possible,	answers	to	all	questions	should	be	typed	or	written	directly	on	the	forms.	If	the	forms	are	not	used	and	
answers	are	typed	on	a	separate	page,	each	answer	must	be	preceded	by	the	question	to	which	it	responds,	and	the	length	of	each	answer	should	be	limited	to	
the	area	provided	on	the	original	form.

This	sheet	is	to	be	filled	out	by	staff	representative(s)	of	public	agency(ies)	who	were	directly	involved	in	the	financing,	design	review,	or	public	approvals	that	
affected	this	project.

Name	 Title

Organization	 Telephone			(										)

Address	 City/State/ZIP

Fax			(											)	 E-mail

The	undersigned	grants	the	Bruner	Foundation	permission	to	use,	reproduce,	or	make	available	for	reproduction	or	use	by	others,	for	any	purpose	whatsoever,	
the	materials	submitted.	The	applicant	warrants	that	the	applicant	has	full	power	and	authority	to	submit	the	application	and	all	attached	materials	and	to	grant	
these	rights	and	permissions.

Signature	 Date

1.	What	role	did	your	agency	play	in	the	development	of	this	project?	Describe	any	requirements	made	of	this	project	by	your	agency		 	 	 			
	 (e.g.,	zoning,	public	participation,	public	benefits,	impact	statements).

	

2. 	How	was	this	project	intended	to	benefit	your	city?	What	trade-offs	and	compromises	were	required	to	implement	the	project?	
	 How	did	your	agency	participate	in	making	them?

PUBLIC	AGENCY	PERSPECTIVE

mailto: ?subject=Rudy Bruner Award perspective sheet request form&body=download the Rudy Bruner Award electronic perspective form here http://www.brunerfoundation.org/rba/pdfs/2015/ps2.pdf
https://www.adobe.com/content/dam/Adobe/en/feature-details/acrobatpro/pdfs/signing-a-document-electronically.pdf
daniel
Typewritten Text
Approximately 400 words.

daniel
Typewritten Text
Approximately 400 words.
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3.	Describe	the	project’s	impact	on	your	city.	Please	be	as	specific	as	possible.

4.	Did	this	project	result	in	new	models	of	public/private	partnerships?	Are	there	aspects	of	this	project	that	would	be	instructive	to	agencies	like	yours
	 in	other	cities?

		

5.	What	do	you	consider	to	be	the	most	and	least	successful	aspects	of	this	project?

PUBLIC	AGENCY	PERSPECTIVE	(CONT’D)

daniel
Typewritten Text
Approximately 400 words.

daniel
Typewritten Text
Approximately 400 words.

daniel
Typewritten Text
Approximately 400 words.







PUBLIC AGENCY PERSPECTIVE 

Name:  Linda Bridge 
Title: Executive Director 
Organization:  Albuquerque Housing Authority 
Telephone: 505‐764‐3999 
Address: 1840 University Blvd. SE, Albuquerque, NM  87106 
Fax: 505‐764‐3981 
E‐mail: lbridge@abqha.org 
 
 
 
1. What role did your agency play in the development of this project? Describe any requirements 

made of this project by your agency (e.g. zoning, public participation, public benefits, impact 

statements). Approximately 400 words. 

When the neighborhood was declared blighted slum and substandard in the early 1970’s and targeted 

for condemnation, the City’s Public Housing Department (predecessor to the Albuquerque Housing 

Authority)  and the Redevelopment Authority worked with the neighborhood on redevelopment plans. 

Working with the neighborhood was an ongoing and developing process in the early 1970’s.  We ended 

up working closely with the residents with what they saw as necessary for a successful public housing 

development that fitted seamlessly into the surrounding residential area.  Planning for Public Housing 

was part of the bigger picture of planning for the entire (south) Martineztown area.  It was all done 

together and was successful.  

The first phase of housing provided 50 new, affordable units to residents in need of housing due to the 

redevelopment.  The second phase of housing provided 46 additional units for seniors. The housing was 

designed to ensure continuity with the neighborhood and included community spaces and landscaping – 

unique to public housing at the time.  One of the results was the provision of a community center 

building used by everyone.  Another was the provision of the permanent decorative block wall which 

surrounds the entire area (both public housing and other housing). This wall, which benefitted public 

housing, was constructed thru the Redevelopment Authority’s budget for the overall Martineztown 

Project.  Even today, driving thru the area, one cannot tell the difference between the public housing 

buildings/area and the surrounding residential area.  The city provided some permanent street access 

limitations ‐ to help ensure the integrity of the public housing area and the other residential areas as 

their own compact neighborhoods.    

2. How was this project intended to benefit your city? What trade‐offs and compromises were 

required to implement the project? How did your agency participate in making them? 

Approximately 400 words. 

At that time Rex Allender was both the Director of the Redevelopment Authority and the Director of the 

City’s  Public Housing Department, which allowed for seamless interaction between these departments. 

He describes an extensive public input process that was necessary to build trust with the residents of 

Martineztown and meet the goals for redevelopment and provision of public housing.  This project 



enabled the development of public housing, when finding areas to construct public housing was difficult, 

and was a successful model that paved the road for the housing authority to develop in other areas of 

the City as well.    

3. Describe the project’s impact on your city. Please be as specific as possible. Approximately 400 

words. 

The impact is best described by Rex Allender as follows:  

“A strong and vibrant neighborhood was created.  Existing residents who stayed ‐ to continue living in 

the redeveloped area ‐ had “bought in”  to the idea of their new community.  This sense of 

neighborhood ownership produced “eyes on the street” which served as protection and control, 

especially for the public housing area (which traditionally have suffered from vandalism from outside 

sources). 

The redeveloped (south) Martineztown (which included the public housing area) provided a stabilizing 

center anchor for both the north‐south axis of neighborhoods centered around Broadway Blvd.  ‐  and  ‐ 

as an eastern anchor for the east‐west center city/downtown area.“  

4. Did this project result in new models of public/private partnerships? Are there aspects of this 

project that would be instructive to agencies like yours in other cities? Approximately 400 words. 

As described by Rex Allender, in the late 1960’s and early ’70‘s when this public housing project was 

begun, the idea of citizen participation in governmental projects was only beginning to take shape 

across the whole country ‐ and in Albuquerque there was no such participation before this time period.  

The norm was for a public body/city department to determine a need, decide what to do, then do it.  

The citizens affected were told toward the end of the planning cycle what was going to happen.  That is 

the way things started out for the redevelopment of the Martineztown area ‐  with opposition and 

conflict as the immediate result.   

The idea of something imposed on the Martineztown area from ‘on high’ brought immediate suspicion 

and distrust.  The City quickly realized that things had to start over  ‐  so,  with a lot of discussion among 

the citizens about their views, desires and plans for their neighborhood, a goal and plan was developed.   

(Senator) Pete Domenici and his friend (later mayor) Harry Kinney were both on the City Commission at 

this time and fully involved in everything.  Pete Domenici especially locked on to this shift into real 

citizen involvement and he and Harry Kinney conducted a number of open ended citizen meetings in the 

neighborhoods ‐ which helped to calm the unrest.     

“There were  a number of lessons learned in this process, some of which were quite painful to me at the 

moment.  But in retrospect I became convinced that a better final product/plan resulted from detailed 

citizen participation, even tho‘ at the time it sometimes seemed to be very inefficient, 

counterproductive and going nowhere”, said Rex Allender.    



Housing authorities throughout the country can learn from this experience.  While true citizen 

participation can be difficult at times, the time spent can result in a much better product for the agency, 

the city and the neighborhood.   

5. What do you consider to be the most and least successful aspects of this project? Approximately 

400 words. 

One successful result was the “opening the door” on the issue of dispersal of public housing throughout 

the city.  It was successful in Martineztown ‐ and it went on to be successful in other neighborhoods 

throughout Albuquerque.    

Lessons learned from this project: 

 Citizen involvement is both necessary and good  

 This involvement should start at the very beginning of any process 

 Be patient in the process ‐ sometimes some steam has to be let off first 

 The end product will be better than one done only by city planning  

 Scattered site public housing, especially in middle class neighborhoods, can work and is desirable   

It is hoped that the lesson learned by all parties involved is that a good project can be achieved by 

working together versus through confrontation. Open and honest discussion, from the beginning, can 

result in mutual trust and produce a project everyone is proud of.   

The housing authority and the neighborhood continue to work cooperatively.  The continued success of 

this partnership, and upheld quality of the public housing built over 40 years ago speak to the 

sustainable nature of this project.   
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1. What role did you or your company play in the development of this project?  Describe the scope of involvement.  Approximately 400 words.

The	  Women’s	  Economic	  Self-‐Sufficiency	  Team	  dba	  WESST	  was	  the	  sponsor	  of	  the	  project	  which	  involved	  the	  

planning,	  design,	  fundraising	  and	  construction	  of	  the	  WESST	  Enterprise	  Center	  (WEC),	  a	  37,000	  square	  foot	  mixed	  
use	  small	  business	  incubator	  located	  in	  the	  Martineztown	  neighborhood	  of	  Albuquerque.	  	  At	  the	  outset	  of	  the	  

project	  in	  2003,	  WESST	  solicited	  the	  support	  and	  participation	  of	  the	  Citizens	  Information	  Committee	  of	  
Martineztown	  (CICM).	  	  CICM	  immediately	  lent	  their	  support	  to	  the	  project	  and	  was	  instrumental	  in	  advocating	  for	  

the	  project	  with	  public	  and	  private	  sector	  entities.	  	  	  

Built	  on	  a	  Superfund	  site	  and	  located	  in	  Albuquerque’s	  federally	  designated	  Pocket	  of	  Poverty,	  the	  WEC	  was	  
designed	  to	  transform	  an	  old,	  dilapidated	  section	  of	  the	  neighborhood	  into	  a	  facility	  that	  would	  house	  small	  

businesses	  with	  the	  ability	  to	  create	  jobs,	  51%	  of	  which	  were	  targeted	  to	  low	  and	  moderate	  income	  residents	  of	  
Martineztown	  and	  surrounding	  downtown	  Albuquerque	  neighborhoods.	  	  	  The	  result	  was	  the	  construction	  of	  new	  

LEED-‐certified	  building	  that	  has	  created	  over	  500	  new	  jobs	  as	  of	  July,	  2014.	  

2. What trade-offs or compromises were required during the development of the project?  Approximately 400 words.

There	  were	  several	  project	  factors	  which	  required	  trade-‐offs	  or	  compromises:	  	  1)	  Obtaining	  support	  from	  the	  City	  
of	  Albuquerque	  for	  the	  overall	  project	  vision.	  	  The	  CICM	  was	  instrumental	  in	  working	  with	  WESST	  project	  staff	  to	  

advocate	  for	  the	  project	  with	  the	  Albuquerque	  mayor,	  City	  Council	  and	  program	  staff	  of	  the	  Department	  of	  Family	  
and	  Community	  Services.	  	  2)	  	  Moving	  from	  rehabbing	  an	  existing	  site	  to	  new	  construction.	  Initially,	  WESST	  explored	  

rehabbing	  3	  old	  structures	  on	  the	  project	  site.	  	  However,	  based	  on	  a	  feasibility	  report	  conducted	  by	  a	  local	  
architectural	  and	  engineering	  firm,	  it	  was	  determined	  that	  razing	  the	  existing	  structures	  and	  building	  new	  

construction	  was	  the	  most	  feasible	  option.	  	  3)	  	  Coordinating	  construction	  with	  existing	  Martineztown	  plans,	  
particularly	  for	  median	  landscaping	  of	  the	  main	  Broadway	  Boulevard	  thoroughfare.	  	  Due	  to	  the	  collaborative	  

relationship	  between	  the	  CICM	  and	  WESST,	  the	  two	  organizations	  worked	  together	  to	  ensure	  that	  project	  
architects	  incorporated	  the	  necessary	  variances	  into	  the	  WEC	  construction.	  	  	  

3. How was the project financed?  What, if any, innovative means of financing were used?
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The	  WEC	  is	  a	  public-‐private	  partnership	  which	  was	  financed	  by	  the	  U.S.	  Economic	  Development	  Administration,	  
the	  State	  of	  New	  Mexico,	  the	  City	  of	  Albuquerque,	  the	  private	  sector	  and	  WESST,	  a	  501c3	  non-‐profit	  
organization.	  	  The	  CICM	  was	  instrumental	  in	  helping	  WESST	  to	  raise	  funds,	  initially	  from	  EDA	  for	  the	  A&E	  
planning	  work,	  then	  with	  both	  the	  State	  of	  New	  Mexico	  for	  state	  capital	  outlay	  funds	  and	  the	  City	  of	  
Albuquerque	  for	  bond	  funds.	  	  	  	  	  

Financing	  for	  the	  project	  was	  very	  innovative.	  	  WESST	  entered	  into	  a	  Local	  Economic	  Development	  Act	  Project	  
Participation	  Agreement	  (LEDA	  Agreement)	  with	  the	  City	  of	  Albuquerque	  which	  established	  the	  use	  and	  
ownership	  of	  the	  WEC.	  	  The	  City	  is	  owner	  of	  record	  of	  the	  building	  and	  the	  land,	  and	  agrees	  to	  lease	  the	  property	  
to	  WESST	  for	  $1.00	  per	  year,	  in	  exchange	  for	  economic	  development	  activities,	  the	  primary	  deliverable	  of	  which	  
is	  job	  creation.	  	  	  The	  LEDA	  Agreement	  provides	  an	  option	  for	  WESST	  to	  take	  ownership	  of	  the	  property	  at	  any	  
time	  by	  utilizing	  WESST’s	  equity	  interest	  in	  the	  project,	  defined	  by	  the	  value	  of	  direct	  jobs	  created	  and	  
contributions	  made	  by	  WESST	  to	  the	  project.	  	  	  

This	  unique	  financing	  arrangement	  was	  fully	  supported	  by	  the	  CICM	  who	  lobbied	  before	  local	  and	  state	  
legislative	  bodies	  to	  help	  WESST	  raise	  the	  necessary	  funds.	  	  	  

4. What	  do	  you	  consider	  to	  be	  the	  most	  and	  least	  successful	  aspects	  of	  the	  project?

The	  most	  successful	  aspects	  to	  the	  project	  were:	  

A.	  	  With	  its	  neighborhood	  partnership	  with	  CICM,	  WESST	  was	  able	  to	  revitalize	  a	  blighted	  area	  of	  the	  
Martineztown	  neighborhood	  and	  turn	  it	  into	  a	  model	  economic	  development	  project	  focused	  on	  job	  creation.	  

	  	  	  B.	  	  A	  unique	  public-‐private	  partnership	  among	  all	  sectors,	  public,	  private	  and	  non-‐profit.	  

	  	  	  C.	  	  The	  extensive	  cooperation	  with	  the	  CICM	  who	  were	  the	  biggest	  cheerleaders	  for	  the	  project.	  

	  	  	  D.	  	  The	  construction	  of	  the	  first	  LEED-‐certified	  building	  in	  downtown	  Albuquerque.	  

	  	  	  E.	  	  The	  honor	  awarded	  the	  WEC	  when	  it	  was	  named	  by	  cnnmoney.com	  as	  one	  of	  the	  “Seven	  Hottest	  Start-‐up	  
Incubators	  in	  the	  U.S.”	  (2010)	  

	  	  	  The	  most	  challenging	  aspect	  to	  the	  project	  was	  circumventing	  the	  State	  of	  New	  Mexico’s	  	  
“anti-‐donation”	  clause	  which	  prevents	  a	  non-‐profit	  entity	  from	  receiving	  state	  capital	  outlay	  funds.	  	  The	  challenge	  
was	  met	  by	  the	  LEDA	  Agreement	  transacted	  between	  WESST	  and	  the	  City	  of	  Albuquerque.	  	  	  
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1. What role did you or your organization play in the development of this project?  
 
I am now an Emeritus Professor of Law at the University of New Mexico School of Law. 
I retired from that institution in 2012. In 1970 I was a Reginald Heber Smith Fellow 
associated with Howard University assigned to the Albuquerque Legal Aid Society to 
work in the areas of community development, group representation and economic 
development under the then new concept of community lawyering.  
 
In early 1970 I met with a group of concerned residents of the Martineztown area of 
Albuquerque, New Mexico who had just learned that their entire neighborhood had been 
designated a “blighted area” and that under the Federal Urban Renewal Program their 
property would be condemned, their homes razed, and they and their families relocated to 
other areas of the city. Basically, through the urban renewal planning process, of which 
they had no knowledge or active participation in, their lives were about to be turned 
upside down, unless something was done to try to prevent this. As a result of a series of 
coincidences, lots of hard work by lots of people, some luck, some great help from a 
number of knowledgeable people and organizations, and some very determined and 
tireless residents, the original relocation and urban redevelopment proposal was changed 
to a very successful and unique program of residential redevelopment and a very vibrant 
and healthy residential community was created. It also was a very good model of how 
lawyers and the law can be used to work with a community, a vibrant community 
organization (CICM) and other design and planning professionals (DPAC and others) to 
benefit the overall community. 
 
The period from 1970 to 2012 was a veritable odyssey of many legal areas that are 
involved in a community and its residents as it goes from survival mode to 
redevelopment and from residential redevelopment to quality of life and community 
issues. In the very early years I was the primary attorney who did most of the work on 
researching and learning about the Urban Renewal and Model Cities Programs, filed the 
Administrative Complaint with its threat of federal litigation for violation of the citizen 
participation requirements, helped plan and prepare for the various negotiations with the 
local Urban Renewal agency and the regional Federal agency, then made sure that the 
citizen participation requirements were complied with at the local level, helped the early 
core of concerned citizens legally form the CICM, and then sort of became “house 
counsel” for the CICM. I became involved in a very broad variety of issues, some 
anticipated many completely unanticipated. One other thing that stands out in the early 
years is meetings, all kinds of meetings. Planning for, attending, and post meeting 
debriefing took lots of time and effort, but was crucial to success. A memorable series of 
meetings involved making sure a large but successful march on City Hall remained 
orderly and peaceful. The march made the front pages of local newspapers and no one 
was arrested. More importantly the city council voted to change the project from 
relocation to residential redevelopment and the CICM became a recognized and effective 
community organization. Most of the legal work had just begun. 
 
 In 1974 I became a clinical law professor at the University of New Mexico School of 
Law. As a clinical law professor I was charged with teaching law students how to 



practice law in a real world environment. The Martineztown Redevelopment Project was 
a perfect platform for teaching real world skills on a wide variety of different legal issues. 
Over the years numerous law students got to work on a multitude of legal issues they 
would not normally encounter in a law school environment. Some of the ones that come 
to mind are: non-profit corporate formation and governance issues for CICM, 
qualification for and compliance with 501(c) (3) status, review and monitoring of the 
Urban Renewal redevelopment process, attending and monitoring relevant zoning and 
planning meetings, attending and monitoring relevant Albuquerque Public Schools 
meetings, reviewing and monitoring numerous development plans and documents for a 
variety of  City agencies involved, review and monitoring of relevant local and city wide 
long term plans, reviewing and editing the documents necessary for the placement of the 
Luis Jimenez sculpture in the local park, reviewing the paperwork and process involved 
in the Superfund process for remediation of the Fruit Avenue Plume, review and editing 
the paperwork necessary for the commissioning and placement of the Linda Dabeau 
commemorative statue in Martineztown Park, reviewing countless documents and letters 
and attending many  community and agency meetings. The entire development process 
allowed many a law student to learn something about neighborhood development, get 
hands on experience in this process and hopefully to develop a professional sense of the 
importance of pro bono publico work. Over the years as Martineztown developed and 
matured the volume of work tapered off. Overall, the numerous legal activities involved 
served as a great example of how lawyers and law students can utilize their professional 
skills to help individuals and community groups develop a better community.  
 

2. Describe the projects impact on its community. Please be as specific as possible. 
Approximately 400 words.  

 
The most obvious impact was that the project helped a large number of primarily low 
income, Hispanic individuals save their homes from destruction in the Urban Renewal 
Process. A closely related impact was that it allowed those that decided to stay or to 
move into the community to preserve and strengthen a very tight knit community from 
destruction and displacement. Out of this process the CICM was formed and grew from a 
few people to a very active and viable community group that became a key player in the 
redevelopment and improvement of the near downtown Albuquerque area. The CICM in 
turn served as a role model for other community based Albuquerque groups to become 
active in their own neighborhoods and in city wide issues. The residual long term impact 
is that after 43 years the CICM is still a very viable community based advocacy group 
that continues to develop and improve its own neighborhood. The Martineztown 
experience is a shining example of grass roots democracy and citizen participation 
seeking to protect and positively develop a historically important urban neiborhood. 
 
The other obvious physical impacts on the Martineztown community are easily 
quantifiable: the preservation and construction of  34 single family homes, 45 
townhomes, 23 apartment units, 100 public housing units, a senior citizens center, a small 
but attractive residential park with 2 distinctive art sculptures, a modern infra-structure, 
preservation of the local neighborhood store, creation of a “magnet” elementary school, 
cooperative participation in the creation of an adjacent  light commercial business area 



and expansion of a large local hospital to serve the area. Over a period of years 
Martineztown went from a “blighted” severely neglected residential area to becoming a 
very attractive primarily single family residential area very close to the downtown urban 
heart of a city. It also preserved its identity as a small tight knit community where 
neighbors know each other and help each other out.  
 

3. How might this project be instructive to others in your profession? Approximately 
400 words. 

 
As a lawyer and retired law professor I feel this project can be instructive as an example 
or model of what is possible when people work together for a common positive goal such 
as preserving the residential nature of a community. At first glance it may appear to be a 
difficult or impossible task but by utilizing existing legal and democratic structures a hard 
working group, with the help of a variety of collaborating professionals, can help make a 
seemingly “bad” situation better or even reverse a “bad” situation. Central to this task is a 
commitment by the legal professional to work at a group or community level, rather than 
at an individual level, with the lawyer offering his or her legal assistance or advice to the 
group and having the group make all major decisions. The various issues will be many, 
complex and often interrelated, but the lawyer’s task is to educate and advise so that 
major decisions can be made by the group or its governing board. Another important 
consideration is that time and effort must be taken into account. A major project like a 
redevelopment project cannot be resolved in a short period of time or in one decisive act. 
So one must make a long term commitment and be aware that success will often be the 
result of lots of effort over a long period of time. As the time period becomes longer 
focus and prioritization become more important for the group and the various 
professionals involved in such a project need to keep this in mind in community group 
interactions. Another instructive lesson is that in a project of this size many different 
professions will be involved. The lawyer and the community group must learn to work 
with other professionals and to respect their professional decisions and recommendations. 
The final instructive point that comes to mind regarding my experience in this project is 
that for economic reasons much of the professional work that was done on the project 
was pro bono. The willingness of a large number of different professionals who were 
willing to volunteer their time, or some time, to the project was very inspirational to me. 
Just on the legal side of the project, in the early years I was a legal aid lawyer and my 
services were free, over the years the work of the various clinical law students involved 
was free and rendered as part of their educational process. There were also other lawyers 
who volunteered their time and efforts to this project, Lorenzo Tapia on behalf of 
MALDEF and LULAC, Kaiser Michael, Peter Ables and Steve Berzon with the Earl 
Warren Legal Center, as well as several other legal aid lawyers whose names I cannot 
recall. To me the central instructive point is that lawyers can be very helpful in similar 
projects if they engage in community lawyering and in pro bono publico service. 
 

4. What do you consider to be the most and least successful aspects of this project? 
Approximately 400 words. 

 



The most successful aspects of this project were clearly converting the Urban Renewal 
Project from a relocation project to a residential redevelopment project, which was in a 
sense outside the primary design purposes of the federal act. In this sense the 
Martineztown project is quite unique. The obvious success for the residents was the 
development of new residential housing units primarily as single family houses. This was 
also somewhat unique. The overall quality and attractiveness of the project as a whole 
over time was another success. The community went from being a “blighted” area to 
becoming an attractive residential community with good supporting amenities and infra-
structure, all within a short walking distance to the downtown area. Beyond these obvious 
tangible aspects one very important success was the creation and nurturing of a very 
viable, active, creative and vibrant community organization, the CICM, which 43 years 
later, well after its initial successes, continues to serve and function as an effective 
advocate for the positive improvement of the Martineztown neighborhood. As I reflect 
back on my initial fortuitous and then long term involvement in this amazing project I 
have concluded that maybe this is what The Reginald Heber Smith Community 
Lawyering Program and the War On Poverty was intending to accomplish, with the help, 
of course, of lots of other people, professional and non-professional.  
 
The least successful aspect of this project, which is a bit unique among Urban Renewal 
projects and is somewhat known in community design and renewal circles, is that while it 
is often held out as a model of community group involvement and residential 
redevelopment, is that the project has not been replicated in Albuquerque or in other 
cities. This is probably due to the fact that the underlying federal programs have been 
discontinued or ended and that federal funds are no longer available for urban 
redevelopment. Should state or federal funds ever become available for redevelopment 
activities the Martineztown experience will be available to serve as a successful model of 
what can be accomplished over time with lots of hard work and collaboration.    
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3.	Describe	the	major	challenges	of	designing	this	project	and	any	design	trade-offs	or	compromises	required	to	complete	the	project.

4.	 	Describe	the	ways	in	which	the	design	relates	to	its	urban	context.

ARCHITECT	OR	DESIGNER	PERSPECTIVE	(CONT’D)
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Typewritten Text
Approximately 400 words.
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Approximately 400 words.
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OTHER	PERSPECTIVE
Please	answer	questions	in	space	provided.	If	possible,	answers	to	all	questions	should	be	typed	or	written	directly	on	the	forms.	If	the	forms	are	not	used	and	
answers	are	typed	on	a	separate	page,	each	answer	must	be	preceded	by	the	question	to	which	it	responds,	and	the	length	of	each	answer	should	be	limited	to	
the	area	provided	on	the	original	form.

Name	 Title

Organization	 Telephone			(										)

Address	 City/State/ZIP

Fax			(											)	 E-mail

The	undersigned	grants	the	Bruner	Foundation	permission	to	use,	reproduce,	or	make	available	for	reproduction	or	use	by	others,	for	any	purpose	whatsoever,	
the	materials	submitted.	The	applicant	warrants	that	the	applicant	has	full	power	and	authority	to	submit	the	application	and	all	attached	materials	and	to	grant	
these	rights	and	permissions.

Signature  																																																																																																				 Date

1.	What	role	did	you	play	in	the	development	of	this	project?

2.	 Describe	the	impact	that	this	project	has	had	on	the	your	community.	Please	be	as	specific	as	possible.

mailto: ?subject=Rudy Bruner Award perspective sheet request form&body=download the Rudy Bruner Award electronic perspective form here http://www.brunerfoundation.org/rba/pdfs/2015/ps6.pdf
https://www.adobe.com/content/dam/Adobe/en/feature-details/acrobatpro/pdfs/signing-a-document-electronically.pdf
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Approximately 400 words.

daniel
Typewritten Text
Approximately 400 words.
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3.	What	trade-offs	and	compromises	were	required	during	the	development	of	the	project?	Did	you	participate	in	making	them?

4.	What	do	you	consider	to	be	the	the	most	and	least	successful	aspects	of	this	project?	

OTHER	PERSPECTIVE	(CONT’D)
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Approximately 400 words.

daniel
Typewritten Text
Approximately 400 words.







Visual Representation 



Images from South martineztown Landscape Narrative Study

Growth and Decline of South Martineztown



CICM file photos



The March on City Hall “En Unidad, Hay Poder” CICM file photos
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Projects within the Project Boundaries

1. Longfellow School
2. Townhouses
3. Elderly and Disabled Public Housing
4. Multi-family and Elderly Public Housing



Before and After CICM file photos



CICM file photos, Richard Nordhaus
Before and After



Longfellow School Cherry/See/Reams Architects



Longfellow Elementary School Cherry/See/Reams Architects



Southwest Pieta by Luis Jimenez Richard Nordhaus



Charity Commemorative Plaza and “Angelitas de Caridad” by Linda Dabeau CICM file photos



Townhouses Richard Nordhaus



Elderly and Disabled Public Housing Richard Nordhaus
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	Project Description Question 1: At the time urban renewal threatened to destroy the historic community of South Martineztown most of the residents were poor and many elderly. While the neighborhood had deteriorated physically, it was socially cohesive with strong ties of kinship and shared cultural and religious values. It was home. The essential goal of the residents was to determine their own future with the choice to stay in their neighborhood.During the planning process with DPAC and Legal Aid, the residents established a set of goals that have guided the planning and development of the area to this day:• Let everyone in the area decide for themselves whether they want to move or stay.• Keep the area residential (low and moderate density).• Provide a mixture of one-family and attached housing for both owners and renters, using several different programs for funding.• Bring the public works in the area up to city standards.• Bring parks and playgrounds into the neighborhood.• Let the community decide how the area will develop.Additional objectives emerged during the planning and development process:• The neighborhood needed to be economically and ethnically diverse with a housing mix designed to make that possible.  • The character of the neighborhood should reflect its history and culture retaining its moderate density and southwestern character. • The community’s rich history and cultural should be expressed and celebrated through public art, commemoratives, parks and historic landscaping projects.Access to timely information and developing the capacity to deal with the complexities and pitfalls of the redevelopment process were essential for the community to survive. With intelligence, stubborn persistence and assistance from their technical advocates, the CICM has continued to play an important role in the development of their neighborhood and the immediate surroundings.The essential trade-off was the conversion of the urban renewal project from a planned new high school, to a moderate density residential neighborhood. The city, the Urban Development Agency and Albuquerque Public Schools had to abandon their plans to use urban renewal funds to relocate the residents and acquire land for the new Albuquerque High School and expanded city core. The Urban Renewal funding was reallocated to rebuild the residential community. In the end, everyone benefitted. A site was found nearby for the high school, the neighborhood is a thriving residential community and the old Albuquerque High School has been converted to successful condominiums providing needed downtown housing.
	Project Description Question 2: The South Martineztown area was first established as way station early in the 19th century on the Camino Real east of the village of Albuquerque and later settled as the Casa Roma cluster settlement. The population of South Martineztown began to grow in the 1920s with settlers from surrounding rural villages of New Mexico attracted by Albuquerque’s growing economy. By the beginning of WWII South Martineztown had evolved from a rural settlement to an Hispanic inner city neighborhood with adobe houses crowded on small lots and an infrastructure that lagged behind the rest of the city. After WWII, South Martineztown declined, due in large part to public policy. The civic and business communities viewed South Martineztown as a logical area for commercial, institutional and civic expansion of the downtown core. In 1954 the area was zoned for public, institutional and office uses. Consequently, residents were unable to get building permits or loans to maintain their homes. The city also purchased land for a new government center, but a bond issue failed and the land lay vacant, accelerating the deterioration. In 1970 South Martineztown was designated as an urban renewal area. Property was to be condemned and the residents relocated to make way for a new Albuquerque High School. When the residents realized what was happening they organized, protested, developed their own plans and achieved their goal to rebuild their neighborhood on their own terms. Two hundred and two dwelling units were built serving a diverse population including 34 single-family detached dwellings, 25 of which were replacement units for existing households, 100 multi-family and elderly public housing, 45 townhouses, and 27 private rental units. Approximately 75% of the residents at the time of reconstruction moved into new housing in the area. Over the years the CICM has continued its efforts to preserve and enhance the neighborhood. When the neighborhood school, Longfellow Elementary, was condemned in 1979 the residents fought successfully to have it replaced as the first bilingual, fine arts magnet school in Albuquerque and later to build additional classrooms, a playground, performing arts facilities and staff parking. The continued efforts to promote public art in the neighborhood celebrating its historic and cultural roots have reinforced community pride and connection to the past. Art works include the Southwest Pieta by Luis Jimenez which was designated a national treasure by the White House Millennium Council in 1999, the Sisters of Charity Plaza, the “Angelitas de Caridad” sculpture by Linda Dabeau and the Edith Art Gateways. The Historic Landscape Project includes the Civic Auditorium commemorative, El Camino Real de Tierra Adentro National Historic Trail. These projects have established South Martineztown as a cultural destination for Albuquerque residents and visitors. The CICM has also been instrumental in addressing serious environmental issues in the area including a storm sewer collapse which was declared a Federal disaster and the Fruit Avenue Plume Superfund remediation project.The revitalization of South Martineztown had a significant impacted on the surrounding area. What was previously perceived as a blighted slum and an obstacle to private development became a vibrant residential anchor, attractive to further residential, commercial and institutional development. The CICM realized the importance of monitoring nearby development to insure quality and protect their community. To various degrees they supported, recruited, facilitated and influenced adjacent projects.  
	Project Description Question 3: The sustained, inclusive participation of the residents of South Martineztown was absolutely essential to saving and rebuilding their community. The threat of condemnation triggered the formation of a representative organization, the CICM to lead the fight. The CICM quickly realized that they needed technical assistance to develop counter-plans that truly represented the community’s priorities. The CICM obtained support from the Legal Aid Society and DPAC to assist with legal issues, advocacy planning and information dissemination. This collaboration resulted in both a community plan, and an empowered community with the knowledge and confidence needed to prevail.DPAC is a community design center in the Department of Architecture at UNM, staffed by faculty, students and VISTA volunteers with a mission to assist low-income communities with advocacy planning and design at no cost. During the summer and fall of 1971, the DPAC worked intensively with the CICM and residents to develop a plan that was embraced by the community. DPAC distributed a booklet to all residents explaining the plan and providing essential information on redevelopment and housing programs. The booklet was also disseminated to stakeholders and government officials to build credibility and support. In parallel, the CICM with assistance from Legal Aid filed an Administrative Complaint with HUD to put pressure on the UDA to address the communitys’ concerns.In 1972 the UDA and city turned the project around, officially agreeing to accept the community plan. But, the struggle was not over. The CICM recognized the need to engage their own planning and design consultants as the project progressed. Their request for funding for independent consultants was refused, but they were able to engage the professional pro bono services of a lawyer (Kaiser Michael) and an architecture/planning firm (Barker-Bol & Associates). The CICM pressured the UDA to contract with Barker-Bol to prepare the official UDA master plan based on the DPAC Community Plan.  With extensive resident input, Barker-Bol finalized a plan that addressed housing needs and costs; tax implications, phasing; zoning; disposition; design and landscaping; and housing prototypes. By the time the initial urban renewal project was completed, the residents had saved their neighborhood and realized all of their initial objectives. The knowledge and skills they developed collaborating with their consultants gave them a powerful voice in the development of their neighborhood and surroundings that continues to the present day. 
	Project Description Question 4: In order to fulfill the residents’ objectives for the renewal of their neighborhood, a wide variety of public and private funding sources were utilized including: Urban Renewal, HUD housing programs, Economic Development Agency, Environmental Protection Agency, Department of Justice Community Relations Division, Community Development Block Grants, New Mexico Legislative appropriation, Albuquerque and APS General Obligation Bonds, National Endowment for the Arts, University of New Mexico Center for Regional Studies, Catholic Health Initiatives Commission, United Way. Cost breakdown of the projects within the renewal area include:• The Urban Renewal funds available    $4.5 million• HUD low-income and elderly housing       $5 million • Senior center and meal site     $1 million• Albuquerque Public Schools      $4.3 million• Public Art        $.5 million • Park and landscaping projects     $3.1 million • Federal Disaster and Superfund    $18.9 million• Private development      $18.2 million  Development in the surrounding area has totaled an additional $130 - $150 million in public and private investment. 
	Project Description Question 5: The fact that the residents of South Martineztown reversed an urban renewal condemnation and relocation threat and saved their community was not only unique, it was exceptional. At the time, citizen participation in planning was virtually unknown in Albuquerque leaving low-income communities with no voice in determining the fate of their neighborhoods. South Martineztown’s success resulted from: a cohesive ethnic community; dynamic, committed leadership; effective technical support; and the availability of funding. The determination of the residents to decide their future and the commitment to involve everyone in the process was the most important factor in winning the fight. South Martineztown demonstrates what participatory grassroots efforts can achieve despite substantial resistance by public agencies and local government and provides a model that can be adapted to other urban settings. The CICM recognized from the start that they needed assistance from outside professionals and established relationships with legal and planning processionals committed to work on their behalf for a long as it took. Some provided free service (DPAC and Legal Aid) while others worked pro bono until contract funding became available. The collaboration with professionals had three important outcomes:  it assisted the residents to develop their own plan, empowered the residents and helped the leaders develop the knowledge and skills needed to win the initial battle and continue to advocate for the neighborhood over the next forty years. DPAC and the Clinical law Program at UNM have continued to work with the community over the years. Long-term professional advocacy for low-income communities, while rare, is often critical to ongoing planning.By producing their own plan for redevelopment the residents of South Martineztown established credibility with public agencies and the business community, changing attitudes, facilitating a strong neighborhood movement and establishing participation in planning as a norm. South Martineztown clearly demonstrated the fallacy of the prevailing view at the time that a physically deteriorated neighborhood was a slum and clearance for a “higher and better use” was the solution. In the long run, the residents’ determination to rebuild their neighborhood to express their history, culture and values proves a powerful alternative for impoverished “blighted” inner city neighborhoods.
	At-a-Glance Name: South Martineztown
	At-a-Glance Address: 
	At-a-Glance City/State/Zip: Albuquerque, New Mexico
	At-a-Glance Question 1: South Martineztown is the story of an historic Hispanic community in Albuquerque, New Mexico that fought City Hall and (everybody) won. It is the story of a determined community with strong leadership that saved their neighborhood from destruction by urban renewal.  The South Martineztown area was first established as a way-station on the Camino Real east of Albuquerque which later became the Casa Roma cluster settlement. The area remained largely rural until the 1920s when it grew into a bustling Hispanic community across the tracks from the central business district. The neighborhood declined physically after WWII but remained strong socially. In the 1950s public policies accelerated the physical deterioration. The civic and business communities saw the area as an opportunity for commercial and civic expansion and zoned it for public, institutional and office uses in 1954. As a result residents could no longer get building permits or loans to maintain their homes. In addition the city bought land for a new government center, but the plan failed and the land lay vacant, exacerbating the problem. By the mid 60s, city agencies concluded that deterioration was too severe for rehabilitation. The Urban Development Agency (UDA) and Albuquerque Public Schools (APS) designated the area for a new high school. Urban Renewal funds were to be used for land acquisition and relocation.  When the residents found out, they protested, marched on city hall, formed a representative, non-profit organization, the Citizen’s Information Committee of Martineztown (CICM), to lead them in the struggle. While the community’s first response to the relocation threat was to protest, the CICM quickly realized that they needed to be proactive and develop their own community plan. They sought technical assistance from Legal Aid Society and the Design and Planning Assistance Center (DPAC). Legal Aid helped the CICM prepare an Administrative Complaint to HUD and provided essential legal advice. DPAC worked closely with the residents to prepare a redevelopment plan that addressed the residents’ concerns and goals. The City Commission approved the resident’s’ plan in April 1972.The neighborhood was rebuilt with 4.5 million dollars of Urban Renewal relocation funds. The initial project upgraded infrastructure, paved streets and provided landscaping and parks. Housing included single-family replacement homes, multi-family public housing, elderly public housing, private townhouses, and rental units developed by neighborhood residents. All of the residents, owners and renters, who wished to stay in the neighborhood were able to do so. Community self-determination and empowerment was an important goal of the CICM / DPAC collaboration. The early process enabled the CICM to develop the knowledge and skill needed to insure that the ongoing development of the area met their objectives. Today, South Martineztown is a vital, diverse, successful residential neighborhood demonstrating what a determined community can achieve.
	At-a-Glance Question 2: South Martineztown is a rare example of a poor, elderly, largely Hispanic neighborhood that was able to organize, build public support, stop an urban renewal relocation project, and see their own plans for their neighborhood realized. The process was a model of grassroots activism and planning made possible by a community with strong ties of kinship, church and shared cultural values, dynamic and skillful leadership and committed planning and legal assistance from the Design and Planning Assistance Center (DPAC) and Legal Aid. The residents succeeded in achieving their primary goal of stopping relocation, keeping the area residential and allowing everyone to stay who chose to. Approximately 75% of the residents moved into replacement housing in the neighborhood.  South Martineztown demonstrated the important contribution that professional advocates can make when low-income communities face threats such as urban renewal. When the struggle started, the residents were poor and powerless, with little control over their future. They organized and formed a leadership organization, the CICM, but they needed assistance to pursue a proactive strategy to counter the urban renewal plan with one of their own. Through an intensive participatory collaboration with DPAC and Legal Aid, the CICM and the residents acquired the knowledge and confidence to become skillful advocates for their goals. The decision to employ a strategy of persuasion and cooperation along with confrontation eventually won the respect of the governing and business elite, building a positive working relationship that continues to the present. For forty-five years the CICM has played a pivotal role within the neighborhood and the surroundings, replacing the condemned local elementary school with Albuquerque’s first magnet school, installing public art including Luis Jemez’ Southwest Pieta, developing landscaping and commemoratives and advocating for high quality development of the surrounding area.Over the years, South Martineztown has celebrated its history and Hispanic heritage by promoting public art, commemoratives and historic landscaping projects telling the story of an historic settlement at the crossroads of the Camino Real and the Tijeras Canyon Trail that transformed itself into an desirable residential inner city oasis.The CICM established itself as a credible and effective neighborhood organization at the very beginning of the neighborhood movement in Albuquerque, helping to shift attitudes and policies of city government to an inclusive, participatory planning process. Today, South Martineztown stands as a compelling example of what a determined, persistent, dedicated community can achieve against great odds. 
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	Public Agency Question 1: The National Park Service, through the National Trails Intermountain Region office in Santa Fe, New Mexico, partnered with the Citizens Information Committee of Martineztown to develop an interpretive plan involving the community of Martineztown and its relationship to El Camino Real de Tierra Adentro National Historic Trail. The plan is serving as the basis for some major improvements to Martineztown Park and the associated Longfellow School. These improvements will help with a greater understanding of the Camino Real and its importance to the history of North American history and culture. As one of the requirements for completing a plan of this nature, the National Park Service led a community interpretive workshop with representatives from the city and the community to develop the primary themes for the interpretive project. A group of national historic trail administrators, managers, public officials, city planners, and educators with an interest in El Camino Real de Tierra Adentro gathered together in the library of Longfellow Elementary School in Albuquerque (Martineztown) to complete the final phase of planning for Martineztown Park. The resulting interpretive plan is the third of three phases slated for the park and the surrounding area. Completion of the final phase of design and development is what inspired the development and need for this interpretive plan.  The National Park Service will continue to work with Martineztown on implementation of the plan especially as it relates to interpretive media development and creating a sign plan for branding the historic route through the community of Martineztown. The interpretive plan for Martineztown Park conforms to National Park Service planning standards for interpretation and builds on the interpretive themes developed for El Camino Real de Tierra Adento National Historic Trail in the national historic trail’s official comprehensive management plan. 
	Public Agency Question 2: The project will benefit the community of Martineztown and the City of Albuquerque by making the public better aware of the history of the Camino Real de Tierra Adentro National Historic Trail. El Camino Real de Tierra Adentro National Historic Trail is a congressionally designated nationally significant historic route that passes through the community of Martineztown. The historic route was part of a network of royal roads throughout Mexico that ran from Spanish capital to Spanish capital. The entire route from Mexico City to New Mexico’s respective Spanish colonial capitals at San Juan Pueblo (1598-1600), San Gabriel (1600-1609), and Santa Fe (1609-1821) has international significance. The community of Martineztown has close ties to the historic route and in highlighting the history of the community’s relationship to the national historic trail the Citizens Information Committee of Martineztown and the National Park Service are working to instill in the public an appreciation for the Camino Real as a primary route related to settlement, trade, conquest, military operations, and supply of Northern Mexico and the southwestern United States for more than 300 years.Martineztown remains culturally connected to its early heritage, local and international. Old Families persist among new ones in a changed landscape. Once a resting place on El Camino Real, that changed landscape now attracts visitors, residents, downtown workers, and students to rest, play, and learn. Already graced with culturally themed artworks, a park, and a public school, it has the potential for creative, multi-generational interpretation of El Camino Real.The involvement of the National Park Service has not required any compromises in order to develop the Martineztown Park interpretive plan and lay the groundwork for implementing the project. The National Park Service and the Citizens Information Committee of Martineztown share a vision for what it will take to interpret the story of the national historic trail in the community. It has been a pleasure to work with the Citizens Information Committee of Martineztown to further the development of this underserved community that has a compelling story to tell the nation and the world regarding the shared patrimony of nations and cultures.
	Public Agency Question 3: This project, when completed will allow the city of Albuquerque to be more engaged with aspects of its history and culture that are currently underrepresented. The Camino Real de Tierra Adentro National Historic Trail will be more visible because of the educational opportunities that this partnership represents. This trail is still alive and the community has a centuries old association with the historic corridor that is the Camino Real de Tierra Adentro which was a lifeline between Mexico City and northern New Mexico. This project and its various partners are working together to reaffirm the history of the neighborhood as it relates to the national historic trail. The trail is nationally significant and the story of Martineztown as part of that national story has up until this point been unrealized. As a result of completing this interpretive plan and its eventual implementation, people visiting and living in Martineztown will be able to learn about historic and archeological sites, museums, and visitor centers offering interpretation and education; understand and appreciate the trail's history and significance; have opportunities to participate in cultural activities associated with the trail; participate in both formal and informal educational programs dealing with the trail; recognize place names and landscapes associated with the trail; experience meeting people whose life ways were, and continue to be influenced by the trail; and gain an understanding and appreciation for different perspectives about the trail's legacy.Part of the implementation of the plan will involve actively signing the route with the national logo for the trail which will demonstrate to the city and the visiting public that the community involved is not only locally and regionally significant, but that it is also nationally significant. The signing portion of the project, which has developed out of the interpretive plan, will provide for public visitation and appreciation that will translate into greater support for the trail and preservation of trail resources such as those found in the Martineztown community. 
	Public Agency Question 4: The National Park Service works with federal agencies, state and local governments, organizations, tribes, and private individuals as partners to administer the national historic trail. This project presented an opportunity for the National Park Service to engage with new and diverse partners in a project that is part of our mandate to administer the trail while engaging in substantial involvement with a trail community. The public is encouraged to partner with the National Park Service as a means of improving and enhancing the visitor’s experience in association with the Camino Real de Tierra Adentro National Historic Trail. The Citizens Information Committee of Martineztown had a desire to improve their community while telling the story of the national historic trail. This project serves as a precedent setting example of how a national historic trail can be interpreted and developed in an urban setting. There are 19 national historic trails that crisscross the United States. The Martineztown El Camino Real de Tierra Adentro National Historic Trail project will serve as an example to other national historic trails that have urban components and a desire to create new and innovative opportunities for recreation and interpretation.  In a recent interpretive workshop the Martineztown project and interpretive plan was presented as an example for what other communities can accomplish along their own national historic trails. This project provides an example for how communities can link their resources from the past with the present. In this way, tangible artifacts, structures, and landscapes, together with intangible aspects of cultural heritage and community lifeways, represent fragile connections that require the foresight to protect, preserve, and perpetuate for generations to come. 
	Public Agency Question 5: The involvement of the National Park Service in this project was to develop an interpretive plan that built on earlier planning efforts. The completed interpretive plan included visitor experience goals, site specific interpretive themes, and recommendations for how the area could be interpreted in a new and dynamic way, and presented to the neighborhood, the local school, and the visiting public.The overall success of this interpretive project has and will be realized with the developed interpretive themes, which are as follows: Just as El Camino Real was formed partly from the trails of native peoples, today’s Edith Boulevard (the modern alignment of the historic route) is derived from El Camino Real, part of a historic road network still in evidence through central New Mexico; Martineztown is located on El Camino Real, a historic route that follows the Rio Grande, a river whose floods made a “high road” segment necessary for year-round passage in the middle Rio Grande Valley; Martineztown was a working village and paraje, or resting place, on El Camino Real, and in this instance a place where trade routes and cultural influences intersected; Martineztown presents an opportunity to reflect on cultural interactions and struggles in this region, historically and recently, and on how these were resolved; and Martineztown has a distinct sense of place that blends 19th century history with 20th century modernity, further defining the opportunity of interpreting El Camino Real as a historic phenomenon and an ongoing cultural link to other places and peoples. These themes will guide all of the future interpretation at the site and reflect an understanding of the importance of the neighborhood. From the perspective of the National Park Service this project has been a resounding success. The plan for Martineztown Park was completed to the satisfaction of all the partners involved. The interpretive plan has led to a design that acknowledges the goals of interpreting a national trail in an urban setting where providing appropriate educational and recreational opportunities can be challenging. The plan that was ultimately developed, when fully implemented, will provide creatively meaningful experiences for visitors of all ages and from a diversity of backgrounds. The overall success of the planning process brought together the community and the National Park Service to work towards the goal of communicating to the larger world the fact that the trail and its people are vibrant, alive, and engaged with the neighborhood and the resources of the national historic trail. 
	Archtiect Question 3: This was an extremely complex project due to having to balance "market realities" with "neighborhood values". Fortunately a balance was achieved through many hours of meetings and developing strong lines of communication between the Development Team and the CICM. One goal was agreed upon by all involved; Save the historic buildings for the benefit and enjoyment of  current and future members of our community. In this regard the CICM was critical in creating an understanding in the larger community of the challenges and how the eventual solution preserved and respected the community and neighborhood values. Th historic campus consisted of 5 buildings. The Old Main and Classroom Building  were repositioned from an education use to loft apartments and the Library building was repositioned as an office use. One building was not under City ownership and was not included in the redevelopment proposals. the Gym was considered a contributing structure due to its age and was also repositioned for lofts. The historic buildings received certification from the National Park Service as a Certified Historic Preservation Project and was eligible for 20% Historic Investment Tax Credits. Other projects included:In addition new loft and commercial development was completed and the new buildings were designed as urban infill projects in support of the City of Albuquerque’s effort to inject new life into an older part of downtown.  The five new loft structures offer a total of 110 residential units, many of which, unlike those in the original campus buildings. The Market Lofts and Arno Lofts face Historic Route 66 (Central Avenue).  The other three blend into the campus setting and into the surrounding neighborhood. A parking structure was also incorporated into the overall design and its use of materials blends into the overall campus and neighborhood context.Market Lofts-This new three-story structure is a vertical mixed use building that combines residential flats over ground level retail. The two upper floors contain 10 residential units and the first level is 5,200sf of neighborhood commercial space. The 17,980sf Market Lofts were completed in April of 2004 at a cost of $1,405,856. Its market and sidewalk activity serve as a social gathering place for the neighborhood.Arno Lofts-This three-story building combines residential courtyard units over a live/work environment. The building replaced a two-story 1950’s hotel. The 6 ground floor units were designed as live/work, with business entrances fronting on Central Avenue. The 25,000sf Arno Lofts were completed in April of 2004 at a cost of $1,958,719.Campus Lofts-This four-story structure is the only new loft building located on the historic Albuquerque High School Campus. The building houses 16 residential units, ranging in size from 976sf to 1,655sf. All of the living units are accessed at the rear of the building from the large campus courtyard. The 24,178sf Campus Lofts were completed in July of 2004 at a cost of $1,889,027. The building successfully blends with the surrounding neighborhoods and the historic Albuquerque High School campus.Continued in 4.
	Archtiect Question 4: Copper Lofts-This three story loft structure houses 12 residential units .Nicely landscaped, secure courtyards fill the spaces between the buildings. Pitched roofs with clerestory windows provide cathedral-like high ceilings in the top floor living units. The stucco finish and architecture relates to the adjacent single family houses and with pitched roofs provides a contrast with the tall, flat roofed brick buildings in the Campus complex and relates to the  The 11,987sf Copper Lofts were completed in May of 2004 at a cost of $936,544.Gym Lofts-The last phase of this project was to redevelop the old Albuquerque High School Gym into 54 loft condominiums. This project was an excellent example of the adaptive reuse of an existing building: changing it from education to multifamily housing while respecting the building’s historic context. To pay tribute to the buildings historical use as a gymnasium, a portion of the grandstand was retained, the gym’s original hardwood flooring was saved, and the coach’s office was converted into a loft unit. A large center atrium rises three stories above the old gym’s center court to beautifully restored exposed trusses. Large linear clerestory windows wash the interior with natural light. The central grandstand area and the lofts in the main gym wing all open into the atrium. The Gym Lofts were completed in August of 2005 at a cost of $5,864,625.Parking Garage-This four-story, 256-space parking garage provides parking to the tenants of the Old Albuquerque High School Lofts and nearby businesses. The building is constructed of pre-cast concrete and synthetic stucco to create a “window-like” fenestration pattern that responds contextually to the historic property adjacent. Elevator access is provided to each parking level. The design was created to accommodate the future “wrapper” buildings on three sides of the building: retail and office spaces are now located to the west, the Copper Lofts are located to the north and the Market Lofts and a retail space are located to the south along Central Avenue.The incorporation of new buildings in an historic campus, as well as the design of new structures on adjacent vacant sites presented many challenges to the design team. Safety and security for residents was achieved on the historic campus by providing pedestrian gates between buildings and not by "walling in" the campus. Public plaza spaces are accessible to the public and many features of the historic campus were incorporated into the renovations in order to maintain that unique sense of place that was referred to as "Bulldog City" for generations of Albuqurqueans. Public involvement was a key to the success of the project. Numerous public hearings and site plan approvals were required over the course of the project as well as procuring many different "buckets of money" to mitigate site environmental issues as well as to replace aging streets and underground utilities. A unique partnership was formed between the CICM and the Development Team, that was based on trust and a common vision to revitalize this part of our community for future generations but to also celebrate the importance of the Old AHS to the Martineztown Neighborhood.
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	Other Perspective Question 1: I was assigned to the project as an architectural graduate student and worked the on all phases of the project for about two years. Eventually the local government hired the architectural and planning firm of Barker, Bol & Associates to do the master plan, I was taken on as their Project Director.  I was involved in all aspects of the project planning except politics and engineering. The main aspect of my work (which I did with several colleagues) was to come up with a viable alternative to the local government's plan. This was done only through constant interaction with the local community. It was a crucial part of the alternative plan the those effected by it provide as much input as possible and that the planners use this input as the main force behind the alternative plan.  The other major aspect of my work was to become familiar, on behalf of the local community, with the the rules and regulations of the governmental agencies in charge of overseeing and paying for the eventually implemented project.
	Other Perspective Question 2: The community affected by this project was a discrete locality of which I was not a member. I served only as an outside consultant.
	Other Perspective Question 3: I was involved in the planning process for the project as described in Question 1 above. Trade-offs and compromises was the name of the game. The planning process itself traded totally new housing for community residents who wanted and needed and qualified for it as well and provided for a completely rebuilt infrastructure. The local government planners required that the housing density in the project area be significantly increased; in addition to the new single family housing, accommodation has to be made for two story apartments, an elderly housing complex and a subsidized housing complex. However the major trade-offs and compromises involved altering the focus of the plan from what had been the agenda of the local government and its agencies to the agenda of the local affected community and its residents. This was a hard fought battle especially when it became apparent that the the powers-that-be had slanted every possible interpretation of the rules and regulation to their benefit. They fully intended to implement the plan as they saw fit not following required rules and ignoring inconvenient ones. Part of my job, at least as I saw it and in constant briefs to the community leaders, was to set the narrative of the plan, which had to be adopted by the City Council, so that the decisions that were required to be made by local officials reflected the need and requirements of the people most affected by the final and official plan adopted by the City Council. There were probably hundreds of reinterpretations necessary, all of which had to be negotiated. And it worked out the way the community wanted it to.
	Other Perspective Question 4: In my view:The most successful aspect of the project was what had been an identifiable and cohesive residential community was able to remain such, and to thrive and expand through the will of the local residents and their social and political supporters in opposition to the local government which had other plans. The cause of the problem which led to the declaration of the project area to be a "slum and blighted" area was the direct cause of decades of misguided city administration and city planning. The least successful aspect of the project was the misguided city administration and city planning demands that land within the project area but at its edges be maintained and more given over to commercial and institutional uses. The land in question was well suited and adaptable to residential construction thus increasing the housing stock and further solidifying the existing residential community. Some of the land given over to commercial use now has no commercial viability as its vacancy indicates.  


